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The
Long
view
Transition from All-Pro guard
into this questioning-all tackle
is filled with learning curves
By Dan Wiederer |

Chicago Tribune

The loss had sunk in hours earlier but the
aggravation was just beginning to fester.
Kyle Long returned to his house in Lake Forest last
Sunday evening and with several friends visiting, he
had a ready escape from the Bears’ 31-23 loss to the
Packers.
Before leaving Soldier Field, Long had owned up to
his obvious struggles, made no excuses and vowed to
get better quickly, three key steps in what could have
been a clean page turn into Week 2. Yet back home his
frustrations remained. So as his buddies socialized,
Long instead isolated himself on a couch upstairs.
“Silent reflection,” he admitted. “For like two
hours. When you put so much into this game, it’s hard
to separate yourself from it.”
Long’s professional debut at right tackle had been
predictably bumpy but more vexing than he
anticipated. Missed assignments, sloppy technique,
unfamiliar doubt.
On Sunday night and again each subsequent
morning on his drives to Halas Hall, Long found
himself tormented.
“You play these plays over and over and over and
over in your head,” he said. “You want to be a catalyst
in this offense. You don’t want to be the deterrent.”
Suddenly, a massive Bears rebuild had a complicated twist, one of their best players thrust into a
taxing mental struggle. After two years evolving into
a dominant force and two-time Pro Bowl selection at
right guard, Long finds himself thrashing to keep his
head above water.
With a long view on how best to build for the
future, the Bears think they need Long at right tackle
more than at right guard. But with that move an
offensive strength became, at least temporarily, an
uncertainty.
“There’s another learning curve that I have to go
through,” Long said. “Which sucks. But I’m a team
guy. So I do what the team wants me to do.”
Another step awaits Sunday at Soldier Field
against the Cardinals, a team with a fast and
aggressive 3-4 defense. Long knows his reliability and
confidence will be again tested.
His recent unease has felt foreign.
“When you’re used to rarely getting beat and you
get beat, that’s a tough spot to be in,” Long said.

Loose change
Across the board, confidence remains high in Lake
Forest that ultimately Long will conquer this
transition. Eventually.
After all, if there’s one thing Long knows well it’s
change. Included on his resume since 2009 are stints
as a backup left tackle and starting left guard during
his one season at Oregon; as an offensive tackle,
defensive end and goal-line tight end at Saddleback
College; as a monstrous left-hander on the Florida
State pitching staff.
Still …
“Change has not gotten easier,” Long said.
“Honestly. None of it comes without blemishes. None
of it comes without struggle.”
Emerging successfully from his past transitions,
Long can draw on valuable experiences to quell his
current stress. It’s at least something.
“I realize there are going to be (crappy) days,” he
said. “And while you’re in the (crappy) day, you have

“You have to have faith — that
everything you’ve done, that all
the investment you’ve put into
this emotionally and spiritually
is going to pay off.”
— Bears tackle Kyle Long

to realize that the sun is coming back up tomorrow
and there will be more opportunities to prove
yourself.
“I just have to remember there’s a process and
there’s some faith involved. A whole lot of faith
involved.”
Much of Long’s faith comes from knowing he
spent the offseason investing in his professional
development like never before, becoming a dedicated
pupil at the LB O-Line Performance Academy in
Arizona. With former Pro Bowl guard LeCharles
Bentley as a mentor, Long enrolled in a program that
was part boot camp, part seminar, all business.
His morning routine remained constant. A trek
down the 101, headed for Chandler Boulevard with a
dawn stop at the Circle K for a tin of dip and a coffee.
Big, Long says. A lot of cream. Plus Stevia.
“And I’m ready for my day.”
Bentley puts only his most intense and selfmotivated students in the 6 a.m. group.
“The sharks,” he calls them. “You have to be a
badass to get in there,” 49ers guard Alex Boone said.
And in a group that included Boone, Titans guard
Chance Warmack, Cardinals tackle Bobby Massie
and Lions guard Larry Warford, Long was often the
first to arrive, wired before sunrise.
Said Bentley: “Kyle Long is the antithesis of what
most normal people are at 6 a.m.”
From early February into May, Long dialed in early,
pushed himself to get stronger and became engrossed
in the daily feeding frenzy.
Who can bench the most? Who can squat the
most? Who can bear crawl the farthest? Who can
push Bentley’s Ford F-350 across the parking lot
longest?
Bentley schooled Long on owning his space on the
offensive line, about utilizing his natural aggression.
And day after day, Bentley felt energized by Long’s
ambition.
“I had to hear from Kyle, ‘What do you truly want
to be in this league? How far down the rabbit hole do
you want to go to explore the true depth of your
potential?’ ” Bentley said. “And Kyle truly wants to
explore how much he can do with what he has.”
Session after session, the dividends of Long’s
dedication compounded.
“An NFL player’s offseason is a holy time,” Long
said. “It’s the chance for guys to hang out with their
families, their significant others. They get to travel.
I’m sure their Instagram feed looks pretty cool. But at
5:30 a.m. I can tell you where I’m going to be. … In the
offseason, you figure out what is sacred to you. And
really football is what I am.”

Keep it in mind
For months, cohorts at Bentley’s academy learned
the depths of Long’s drive. He is undoubtedly a
6-foot-6, 328-pound rambunctious teenager at heart.
But Long also possesses comic-book strength and a
Kyle Long can’t prevent this hit
on Jay Cutler during the Bears’
opening loss to the Packers.
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vision for the game that prompts Boone to call him
“stupid bright about football.”
A sixth-year veteran, Boone often quizzed Long on
how he would attack some of the NFC’s best interior
linemen. Aaron Donald of the Rams, Michael Bennett
of the Seahawks.
Long offered specific moves plus motivational
mojo.
Boone felt his tenacity spike after probing Long’s
philosophies on respecting every opponent but not
offering reverence that hasn’t been earned. Not every
foe, Long reinforced, must be treated like an All-Pro.
Said Boone: “He’d be straight up with me and tell
me, ‘You’re giving up all this space to guys who don’t
deserve it.’ … That’s Kyle. He’s going to make you earn
every piece of respect.”
Long readily recalls his own rookie-year ascension
and the bumps he stumbled over while developing
confidence. He doesn’t forget the emotions of his
initial field trip to face the Lions.
“I was so enamored and engulfed by the aura that
was Ndamukong Suh,” Long said. “And I let it eat me
up. I just remember being consumed by him before
we even played. I remember looking at him sitting
over on the bench and thinking, ‘Wow, this guy’s
actually intimidating. This is something I’ve never
felt before.’
“I remember having to understand ‘Well, I’m a bad
mother … too.’ ”

The next step
The Cardinals certainly have a blueprint for how to
attack Long on Sunday. Last weekend, Packers
coordinator Dom Capers deployed an array of
pressures and blitzes and stunts, stifling Long and
allowing him to see the first pencil markings near the
bottom of his new growth chart.
“I had an opportunity to make a lot of mistakes,”
Long said.
But within the inevitable missteps, Bears offensive
line coach Dave Magazu believes Long has to be
easier on himself.
Said Magazu: “Kyle has to be patient. I have to be
patient. And he’s not. And neither am I. So that’s the
No. 1 deal right now.”
At this point, Magazu finds himself nurturing
Long’s confidence almost as much as he drills
technique. He has reminded Long that this whole
evolution is making him a more well-rounded player
and that there’s no use trying to skip steps.
So the third-year lineman, suddenly green and
unpolished again, has to quell the urge to obsess over
every little detail that a right tackle eventually must
master.
“I have to get him to relax,” Magazu said. “I tell
him, ‘We’re worried about these little rat turds over
here and there’s an elephant in the room.’ Let’s take
care of the elephant first and we’ll get to cleaning up
all that other stuff (later).”
The elephant, Magazu said, is simply Long’s
comfort level, the first thing that must be strengthened before an advanced course on tackle play
proceeds.
Among other things, Long admits he’s still learning
how to use his hands in pass protection, needing to be
timelier and more calculated with when to deliver his
punch. That was never a concern inside.
“Playing guard is just mindless mauling,” Long
said. “At tackle, there’s such an art to it.”
Long understands he’s currently engaged in a
fierce battle with impatience. So how will he
strengthen his serenity to convert mistakes into fuel?
“I wish I had that answer right now,” Long said.
“Because it has been a tough stretch here getting
adjusted at right tackle. I’m in the heart of it right
now. And I know I’ll come out on the other side better
because of this. But you have to have faith — that
everything you’ve done, that all the investment you’ve
put into this emotionally and spiritually is going to
pay off.
“Sometimes you can’t see that. But you have to take
the next step.”
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